MONTICELLO II™
Back Splash

Features:
- 20” x 18” Back Splash Lavatory
- 1 Hole (12-651)
- 4” Centers (12-654)
- 8” Centers (12-658)
- 15” x 10” Bowl
- Two Integral Self-Draining Soap Dishes
- Back Overflow
- Fast Aligning One-Piece Wall Hanger
- Punched for use with Concealed Carrier
- ADA Compliant

Dimensions:
Height.................................13”
Width....................................20 1/4”
Depth...................................18 1/2”
Back Splash Height..............4 1/4”
Shipping Weight.......................37 lbs
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NOTES:
All dimensions are in inches.
*Punched for use with concealed carrier.
(Can be used with bracket carriers.)
Illustrations may not be drawn to scale.
PLUMBERS NOTE:
Provide suitable reinforcement for all wall supports.

IMPORTANT:
Dimensions of fixtures are nominal and may vary within the range of tolerances established by ASME Standard A 112.19.2.